
 

February 1999 The Sidereal Times Special Dark Sky Section  

http://www.seeNstars.org/lights  

seeNstars. Just about everything you would want to know 

about light pollution in New Mexico. Featuring information 

by our own Dave Finley and John Spargo 

http://www.legis.state.nm.us/ 

The legislative website has a copy of HB 39 and 

amendments added in the Energy and Natural Resources 

Committee. 

A copy of the editorial that appeared in The New Mexican on January 29, 1999  

A copy of a National Park Service story on Dark Skies.  

 

You can join the fight against pollution  

The New Mexican Friday, January 29, 1999  

By John Buting  

From the origins of mankind to the present day, the night sky has been admired with awe as one 

of Nature's grandest spectacles. Anyone who has ever had the opportunity to view New Mexico's 

dark skies from remote areas can share in the sense of wonder early man must have experienced 

in trying to make sense of the infinite cosmos. From caveman to the Anasazi, from conquistadors 

and cowboys to modern natives and tourists - all have lived under virtually the same magnificent 

starry sky.  

http://www.seenstars.org/lights
http://www.legis.state.nm.us/


New Mexico today is one of the few places left in the United States where we can share in this 

experience of our ancestors but now our skies are endangered as ell. The seemingly irreversible 

urbanization of America, without regard for its effect on the night sky, has left few places 

untainted by the tragedy of light pollution. New Mexico's relatively small population and vast 

rural spaces have kept isolated from this increasing menace for most of the past century. But no 

more.  

With the rapid population growth that Albuquerque, Santa Fe and other urban areas in the state 

have experienced in the past decade, our once pristine city nights have suffered some erosion. 

People who have lived here for many years have noticed it; so have our many tourists and 

visitors. The New Mexico Heritage Preservation Alliance has recognized the threat by placing 

the night sky on its 1999 list of most threatened heritage resources.  

The major culprits are unshielded mercury vapor lights, which are the most commonly used 

security light. Although they are the cheapest to purchase, they are also the most expensive to 

operate. Much of their light is directed upward and therefore wasted. The international Dark Sky 

Association, A nonprofit group devoted to the preservation of the night sky, estimates that the 

US wastes about $5 billion annually in lighting " the bottom of airplanes," as they cleverly put it. 

With energy costs continuing to escalate, we have a chance to save both money and an 

irreplaceable part of our environment by passing protective legislation now.  

The New Mexico Legislature will consider a new law this session designed to address the 

problem of light pollution. Some progressive communities, including Santa Fe, have already 

developed ordinances to help preserve this unique artistic, natural and cultural resource. But the 

problem can best be addressed by the passage of uniform statewide regulations.  

The issue is a difficult one in that the biggest problem is public education. Many people are 

entirely unaware of the threat installing outdoor lighting presents to the night sky. What is most 

needed is public recognition of the problem and communication of the mostly simple steps that 

can be taken to alleviate the situation. The costs of switching to night-sky friendly lighting 

systems are minimal and will actually result in substantial energy saving and enhanced security 

over time. Unlike many other environmental issues, this is really a win-win situation. Properly 

installed energy-efficient lighting will save us money, provide better security and preserve a truly 

priceless part of our natural heritage.  

The time to act is now. The situation will only get worse and ultimately irreversible if we 

continue to ignore it. New Mexico's proposed legislation will require shielded lighting for all 

future construction and will abolish the use of all mercury vapor lighting by the year 2010. These 

are small steps, but they can reasonably be achieved and they will make a difference.  

Legislators do care what the public thinks. Rep. Pauline Gubbels, R-Bernalillo, will introduce the 

lighting legislation in the House. You can voice your support by contacting her and your own 

legislators at he Roundhouse, 986-4300. Other influential players will certainly be Senate 

President Pro Team Manny Aragon and House Majority Leader Raymond Sanchez. Let these 

people know how you feel before it is too late. Previous attempts to pass legislation like this have 

failed as a result of intense lobbying interests. This is our chance to be heard when it counts 



most, and to do your part to help preserve New Mexico's treasured night skies for future 

generations.  

John Buting is a lifelong amateur astronomer and owner of Horizons - The Discovery Store, a 

science and nature store in Santa Fe. He can be reached at 983-1554  

 

NIGHT SKY AND THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE.  

From an in-house National Park Service information bulletin.   

Published by the Recreation and Partnerships Dept. of the National Park Service  

Intermountain Region Support Office in Santa Fe. Written by John Mangimeli. 

Used with permission.  

The night sky has been identified as an important resource in many of the national parks. During 

this past decade, many parks have focused on interpreting and preserving the dark night sky. 

While parks have retrofitted their lighting systems to reduce light pollution, the parks are 

vulnerable to light sources outside of the parks. To preserve the dark skies of our parks, 

statewide ordinances are needed. The night sky is among 11 endangered places in New Mexico 

that were recently designated by the New Mexico Heritage Preservation Alliance. Hopefully, the 

designation of the New Mexico night sky as an endangered place will increase public awareness 

and help achieve statewide protection. The night sky nomination was prepared by Jerry Rogers, 

Superintendent of the Intermountain Support Office, Santa Fe and Joe Sovick, Recreation and 

Partnerships. The nomination reads as follows. "From the pleistocene to the present, the night 

sky has been an important element in cultural heritage. The combination of what appeared to be 

eternal order in certain night sky patterns with such changeable things as lunar phases, planetary 

movements, seasonal angles of declination, and annual meteor showers was one of the early 

great stimuli to curiosity. The discovery of predictable order among the inconstant was important 

in the development of belief systems and their attendant cultural values--influencing even the 

idea of what it means to be human. It remains so today. Mammoth hunters at Clovis and Folsom, 

ancestral Puebloans at Chaco and Pecos, Vasquez de Coronado in his explorations, O ate and De 

Vargas in their conquests, cowboys on nightherd duty, and office workers resting from their 

daily toils all have lived under, admired, and wondered about the same night sky--virtually 

unchanged in human history. A pristine night sky almost universally stimulates thought. Some 

are humbled in their insignificance before the visible universe, and some are exhilarated by a 

sense of identification therewith.  

Some measure and test the movement of our earthly platform within the solar system, the solar 

system within the galaxy, and the galaxy within the universe until human understanding is 

exhausted and calculation at its limit. Some speculate about life elsewhere, and some 

contemplate that the flesh, blood, and bones of our very bodies--even the energy powering our 

thoughts--are of the light and substance we see coming down from the spangles above.  

Without conscious action it will be much more difficult for future generations to have the same 

experiences, or even to imagine them. As urban areas expand and change without consideration 



of the night sky continues, places where it can be experienced grow fewer and more difficult to 

reach. We risk losing a beauty that has been the backdrop to and motivator of human action since 

time immemorial.  

Surprisingly, it costs society more to pollute the sky with light than to keep it dark. Most 

upwardly directed light is wasted. We pay once in the electric bill for the light that goes where it 

is not needed, again in environmental degradation from emissions in generating the electricity, 

and again in the loss of the night sky that is masked by wasted light. The most common security 

lights are mercury vapor lights, which, although the least expensive to purchase, are among the 

most expensive to operate. About 30% of their light goes into the sky at angles that perform no 

service but do contribute to light pollution.  

There is no evil figure, no profiteering corporation, nor irresistible force behind the problem. 

Today's utility companies are environmentally conscious and interested in conserving, not 

wasting, energy resources. What is most lacking is public recognition of the problem, broad 

understanding that light pollution is not inevitable, and the will to do something about it. 

Fortunately costs are minimal in preventing light pollution, especially for new developments. 

Costs of incorporating outdoor lighting systems friendly to the night sky are not prohibitive. 

Sometimes they are not costs at all.  

Several years ago, when the National Park Service realized that its own mercury vapor lights 

near the visitor center at Chaco Culture National Historical Park were a form of pollution and 

removed the lights, the park experienced a 30% reduction in the electric bill. At Chaco we 

learned that shielded floodlights directed downward, and properly directed motion sensors were 

effective in meeting visitor and security needs while serving as significant energy savers and 

pollution preventers.  

It is not too late! New Mexico is fortunate that unimpaired remnants of the clear night sky 

remain. Some progressive New Mexico communities have or are developing ordinances to help 

preserve this exceptional visual, natural, and cultural resource. Some private developments are 

writing protective provisions into covenants on the deeds of the houses they build. The New 

Mexico Heritage Preservation Alliance can demonstrate its interest in EVERYONE'S heritage, 

show support for one of the most ancient and universal cultural values, and make a significant 

difference in citizen awareness and in public and private action by listing the night sky among 

the most threatened heritage resources in 1998.  

SOURCE: Recreation and Partnerships, Santa Fe  


